
Bo Memhave
Strategy Evangelist - is visionary, and has an entrepreneurial way of 
thinking, along with a strong preseverance and a 
problemsolving approach – which is put into play when
direc=onal and strategical results are needed.
Partner & Execu=ve Advisor, ADGECROFT

Søren Sjøstrøm Hansen
Strategy Implementor – Deeply anchored in the discipline of 
finans, but still manages to look beneath the 
numbers, linking together strategical development, 
implementation, leadership development, and thereby
securing long-term growth and sustainability during
the financial decisions - (Profit, People, Planet).
Partner & Execu=ve Advisor, ADGECROFT

They both have international leadership exposure and 
experience with cross-functional teams and matrix 
organizations. Solid experience with the B2B and B2C 
market in industries with production, retail, infotech, Advisory
Engineer Business, construction, Biotech/Pharma.
"We have been in the 'hot seat' ourselves and understand 
the challenges that follows."

"Focused Management 
Consultning”

- that creates new changes
with lasting effects e.g. by 

using the talents within the 
orginazation

”We have been in the 'hot seat' ourselves and 
understand the challenges that follows."

”
Read more about Adgecroft at

www.adgecroft.com

bo@adgecroft.com
sbsh@adgecroft.com

Strategy
The complex market-terms are requireing a clear but 
simple, easy comprehensible strategy process, embracing
governance, and rules of the field that can manage
strategies, decision-making processes, and behavior to 
success.
ADGECROFT proves, that strategic work does not have to 
be a complicated, long, and costly process.

Management consulting
Our strength is our ability to integrate a broad scale of 
experience and skills, as well as talents across strategies, 
change managements processes, employees, and 
technologies that meets the demands of being agile in the 
client's specific industry, business, and organzation.

Portfolio and process control
At ADGECROFT, we help companies to manage required
changes. By focusing on project impacts on business-
specific processes, optimizing the abilities of the projects –
always while focusing on the employees, accelerating
changes, managing the overview, structure, and secure
governance.

Play you talent / Play your Goals
The Play Your Talent software creates a new opportunity of 
having the right team troughout the entire
strategy preperation and implementation process, to 
identify and fill out GAPs in the talents for securing a long-
term winner strategy with commercial effect.
The Play Your Goals software creates an opportunity to 
manage business and behavior goals throughout the 
entire strategic process and following in the 
upcomming business.
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